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Field summary for Q3

Q3. Your age range?

Answer Count Percentage

Under 18 (A1) 154 29.39%  
18-24 (A2) 116 22.14%  
25-30 (A3) 54 10.31%  
31-40 (A4) 54 10.31%  
41-50 (A5) 53 10.11%  
51-60 (A6) 53 10.11%  
Over 60 (A7) 40 7.63%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for Q8

Q8. How satisfied are you with your position in life?

Answer Count Percentage

Very Satisfied (A1) 183 34.92%  
Fairly Satisfied (A2) 218 41.60%  
Neutral (A3) 82 15.65%  
Fairly Dissatisfied (A4) 29 5.53%  
Very Dissatisfied (A5) 12 2.29%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for Q9

Q9. What is your belief system?

Answer Count Percentage

Buddhism (A1) 7 1.34%  
Christianity (Non-denominational) (A2) 107 20.42%  
Christianity (Orthodox) (A3) 16 3.05%  
Christianity (Roman Catholic) (A4) 93 17.75%  
Christianity (Protestant) (A5) 104 19.85%  
Hinduism (A6) 5 0.95%  
Islam (Shia) (A7) 2 0.38%  
Islam (Sunni) (A8) 8 1.53%  
Islam (Other) (A9) 2 0.38%  
Judaism (A10) 4 0.76%  
No religion (Atheist) (A11) 89 16.98%  
No religion (Agnostic) (A12) 36 6.87%  
Sikh (A13) 2 0.38%  
Other 49 9.35%  
No answer 0 0.00%  

ID Response

94 Mormon
132 no label
247 Belief in a devine creator
289 pentcostal
367 Pentecostal
406 Druid
535 Neil Diamond
585 Somewhere between Agnostic Deism/ Agnostic Atheism
776 catalyst covenant evangelistic
806 Pagan
833 Pagan spiritual
899 Agnostic Atheism
1083 Christianity Seventh Day Adventism
1120 Gnostic/deist 
1170 Unitarian Universalist 
1177 Satanism
1187 Christianism, Mennonite
1198 Buttis,
1442 Combination of beliefs
1495 Wicca / Spirituality
1511 Deist
1534 Pagan
1561 Jism
1562 Progressive Christian Universalism
1684 Spiritual/universal 
1619 donyipolo
1680 Catholic
1639 Catholic 
1640 Roman Catholic, as well as some new age beliefs 
1698 mix of atheism and buddism
1718 non denominational
1722 Athiest
1734 Mormon
1790 Wicca
1805 Baptist
1835 other
1911 Atheism (Though, atheism is not a belief system, it's a lack of a belief.)
1929 Spaghetti monster
1931 Baptist
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1993 Unitarian Universalist
2094 Vitiism
2243 Bahá'í Faith
2276 Islam
2285 Baptist (Baptist are not Protestant)
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Field summary for Q10

Q10. How long have your practiced this belief system?

Answer Count Percentage

All my life (A1) 218 41.60%  
Since childhood(5+) (A2) 88 16.79%  
Since adulthood (18+) (A3) 51 9.73%  
30 years or more (A4) 11 2.10%  
20 years or more (A5) 17 3.24%  
10 years or more (A6) 16 3.05%  
5 years or more (A7) 30 5.73%  
Less than 5 years (A8) 53 10.11%  
Other 40 7.63%  
No answer 0 0.00%  

ID Response

78 16th May
94 2 years
462 14
463 14
529 atheism is not a belief 'system'.
735 I'd say i was an agnostic until i was a teenager when i became an atheist
756 13
869 planning on converting
1123 Converted - 3 years ago
1198 since thursday
1256 16 Years
1495 Swaying towards this belief system from Christianity.
1509 for 2 years
1511 6 months
1687 Since 2 day
1534 Since high school
1537 Since the age of reason
1547 2004
1562 Since December of 1999, about a month after I turned 33.
1564 10 years
1684 Never really caught on to the whole religion thing. I'm just neutral 
1640 All my life, but it has started develop more within the last few years
1659 I don't really have a belief system
1660 13
1665 None
1674 5 months 
1698 January 2015
1734 For all eternity. 
1911 You don't 'practice' atheism, you simply lack a belief. Is not playing golf practicing agolfism?
2111 6 months 
2116 Grew up Christian, but have never truly practiced said belief.
2131 since adolescence
2155 Almost 30 years
2242 not really a "practising" person
2256 I was raised Catholic but converted to current Faith denomination approximately 12 years

ago.
2284 Never had true belief in anythinh
2298 I have been Christian all my life, but non-denominational only recently (previously Protestant)
2301 Born into it, left 5 years ago but came back this year.
2302 1 week
2304 2 years
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Field summary for Q11

Q11. What is your view of God?

Answer Count Percentage

God does not exist (Atheism) (A1) 88 16.79%  
We cannot tell if God exists or not (Agnosticism) (A2) 57 10.88%  
Everyone is God (Pantheism) (A3) 20 3.82%  
There are many Gods (Polytheism) (A4) 10 1.91%  
God exists as a Trinity (Trinitarian Monotheism) (A5) 240 45.80%  
God exists as a Unity (Strict Monotheism) (A6) 47 8.97%  
Other 61 11.64%  
No answer 1 0.19%  

ID Response

4 There is a God, but whether or not there are multiple gods or if god takes multiple forms is
unknown

55 God is the creator and maker of all
89 I don't understand
99 God exists
240 god exists
247 He is who He is
288 I think that we may regard God as a Trinity and/or as a Unity, but that such definition is not

necessarily important
300 God is God if God is God
535 Neil DIamond
754 There is ONE God IN the trinity
1012 There is absolutely no evidence that would suggest the existence of a god (Atheism)
1053 1 god 1 life 1 death
1120 God is within us all and beyond us.  God is an essence, rather than a thinking being.
1152 I don't care
1170 God is an unknowable factor. 
1198 god is a giant butt
1352 God is in everyone
1430 other
1442 All gods exist, but they all make up one major God
1492 one god only and no family
1494 There is true GOD forever!
1495 God is essentially unity, but has many facets that are reflected in people/nature concepts of

God.
1511 God exists, but I'm agnostic to its nature
1687 God is the creator of life
1547 God is a verb.
1562 All matter and energy is theophanic, God is the multiverse and beyond (Panentheism). Jesus

and Yahweh said humans are gods. All deities emanate from the one original deity. 
1684 The "higher" power is the universe. Whatever we out out we get back. 
1619 god is nature
1680 God exists
1676 God is the only God.
1640 God exists in a trinity, but at the same time encompasses all things, and is a sentient being,

but at the same time more of a life force
1642 I respect every religion and I believe that God exists
1648 God is the one almighty 
1650 God exits 
1664 God is our Creator. He gave life to us.
1673 I believe there is a god or someone higher then us 
1674 Undecided 
1698 There is a God, in which we do not see he acts as a creator not as a father
1718 i believe there is a god
1734 God exists as a separate rate being from Jesus Christ and the Holy Ghost
1973 You told me to choose my belief system and you ask me my view of God? Pathetic.
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1911 Atheism (I haven't seen sufficient evidence to warrant belief in a god, so I refrain from
believing one exists, however, this is NOT the asserting that none exists.)

1931 God is real 
2031 Unsure
2162 God is life
2238 I don't know with absolute certainty that there are no gods, but there is no evidence that there

are
2243 I admit we cannot know, but I believe in a Sacred that I identify by the word "God"
2254 God exists as a holy spirit
2267 hayah esher hayah Ieasu Christos
2271 God is Love
2276 God is one and only
2282 We cannot tell if God exists or not, only through the Incarnation of Christ is the mystery of God

revealed.
2284 Depends what you mean by god
2298 One God exists - whether as a Trinity or a Unity I do not know.  I am a follower of Christ as

God's son. 
2324 god is father. 
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Q11. What is your view of God?
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Field summary for Q11a

Q11a. Given your position as an Atheist, what would you say is the single biggest reason NOT to believe
in God?

Answer Count Percentage

The theory of Evolution (A1) 9 9.18%  
The existence of Evil (A2) 3 3.06%  
The wrongs done in the name of religion (A3) 3 3.06%  
The widespread division and discord between religious people (A4) 3 3.06%  
The rationality of science as opposed to the faith of religion (A5) 50 51.02%  
Other 20 20.41%  
No answer 10 10.20%  

ID Response

70 The idea of a greater being with interests etc. as opposed to merely energy/power
163 All of the above except for #2
217 No evidence
317 lack of eviedence
529 ignorance is an insufficient reason to posit and believe in such an entity.
756 No Evidence 
830 Lack of evidence/no "beyond"
904 No evidence
1088 lack of evidence.
1236 the last three answers combined.
1393 the lack of evidence for the existence of a god.
1444 Absence of evidence
1660 Science cannot be used to prove God or disprove God and all who say something else don't

understand that you can't prove him so it is just another idea, chances of him being real is one
in the amount of ideas that we can think.

1722 throughout human history people have been thinking up gods and other ways of explaining
things they don't understand.

1872 Reason in general
1929 no evidence
2011 The failure of any religion to bring forth any credible evidence for their claim.
2097 No evidence of a god. Science works using evidence through testing and observation.
2139 The lack of evidence for the existence of a God (with the only physical "evidence" being a

bunch of bronze age books written by people with no scientific knowledge).
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Field summary for Q11b

Q11b. What is your view of Hell?

Answer Count Percentage

Hell is a place of conscious eternal torment for the wicked (A1) 85 16.22%  
Hell is a place of eternal separation from God (A2) 220 41.98%  
The souls of the wicked are destroyed at some point after death (Annihilationism) (A3) 18 3.44%  
Ultimately, all souls will be saved and no one will go to Hell (Universalism) (A4) 31 5.92%  
There is no Hell (A5) 164 31.30%  
No answer 6 1.15%  
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Field summary for Q12

Q12. How was mankind created?

Answer Count Percentage

Through evolutionary processes (A1) 146 27.86%  
By God through evolution (A2) 165 31.49%  
By God, both specially and suddenly (A3) 157 29.96%  
Other 56 10.69%  
No answer 0 0.00%  

ID Response

78 In God's own image
114 by God in His likeness, etc
132 no idea
247 By God fine tuned by micro-evolution
289 God formed man from dust
367 God created man from dust of the earth
406 Unimportant to my faith 
518 evolutionary, but open to possibility of God using evolutionary process
523 Undecided
535 Neil Diamond
585 Most likely through evolution.  
756 I don't know
770 Not sure
790 god breathed his spirit into proto humans. God had previously used thedesigneed process of

evolution  
833 By universal desire
899 Big Bang then Abiogenesis then Evolution
1053 by God
1120 Time, space & matter were created and animated by a prme mover (Demiurge).
1152 Do we need to know?
1177 I don't know.
1188 God planned and guided the whole process and it looks like evolution
1198 pooped out by a butt
1282 mixture
1290 bvcgfc
1431 Don't know. 
1441 god created adam and eve
1442 God created the universe and the world but allowed man's creation through evolution
1519 by God, within evolution
1676 By God in seven days.
1631 Mankind was created by an upper being 
1658 i can't comprehend an answer
1665 Through God and science
1674 higher power
1734 God created humans last (we don't know the science behind it), after the animals, but He said

we were meant to be in charge. 
1790 by many gods and goddesses
1835 other
1839 By Allah subhanahu wa ta aala
1913 unknown
1931 By God, created from the ground
1984 Created in six days
2111 Karma 
2177 God made man in His image
2229 By God through Evolutionary Creationism
2230 God created many beings. We are a hybrid that other beings mutated 
2238 I don't know. Evolution and creation are two completely different things
2248 Created in His Image as described in Genesis.
2253 All of the above.
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2260 By God in a manner that is both biblical and scientific
2271 In the Likeness of God
2276 God created Adam and Eve
2282 "We believe in one God, the Father, the Almighty, maker of heaven and earth."
2284 We dont truly know but it involved a combination of factors
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Q12. How was mankind created?
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Field summary for Q13

Q13. What is your view of Abortion?

Answer Count Percentage

Abortion is never justified in any circumstances (SQ001) 126 24.05%  
Abortion is equivalent to murder of the unborn child (SQ002) 171 32.63%  
Abortion is justified when the life of the mother is in danger (SQ003) 196 37.40%  
Abortion is justifiable as and when the mother decides it is (SQ004) 158 30.15%  
Abortion is justified in cases of rape (SQ005) 142 27.10%  
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Field summary for Q14

Q14. Should Euthanasia be legalised?

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly Agree (A1) 71 13.55%  
Agree (A2) 89 16.98%  
Neutral (A3) 151 28.82%  
Disagree (A4) 89 16.98%  
Strongly Disagree (A5) 124 23.66%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for Q15

Q15. What is your personal view of the relationship between Church and State?

Answer Count Percentage

There should be complete separation between Church and State (A1) 272 51.91%  
Where possible, the church may have a voice in State matters (A2) 161 30.73%  
The State should have an established religion (the religion of the majority) (A3) 30 5.73%  
Other 55 10.50%  
No answer 6 1.15%  

ID Response

89 I don't understand.
140 The religious liberties of the Church must be accepted by the State.
187 Symbiotic relationship
300 We should not be a secular nation
367 The USA was founded based on Christianity
467 if we all loved God the way we were meant to, there shouldnt be a state we should follow

Gods law
523 Undecided
535 Neil Diamond
731 Law is indirectly influenced by religious beliefs
770 The Church must be free to express her belief and her position on moral issues
833 church and state do not yet know the truth
867 I am not christian
877 the church shouldn't have a voice, but people of faith should 
885 YOUR ANSWERS HERE ARE TOO VAGUE WITH MANY POSSIBLE MEANINGS
1013 The state us accountable to God - it may choose to confer with its religious populace
1026 The church should run the country
1053 keep religion and life seperate
1083 I'm not sure.
1152 i don't care
1158 The church should be the state.
1187 I really don't care as long as I have access to a church.
1198 they are all butts
1290 hhchcgk
1303 The church should goven the spiritual and the State should govern the temporal but

respecting the Church 
1306 Not sure where I stand with this
1410 The separartion is that the state will have no control over or endorse a church. Thus Church

should have a say in the state but the State is restricted in their influence in church practices.
1412 The church (i.e., Christians, the people of God) should be active in matters of government

and work for the welfare of their land, cities, communities. That beings said: morality cannot
be legislated.

1522 Each has a role but the state has no real authority over the church
1547 While I believe in the separation between church and state, religious faith should speak truth

to power.
1562  Non-sectarian ecumenical tolerant historical religious heritage observances is okay, but no

theocracy in secular government. 
1676 The church should coincide with the church
1640 Government should be based of the basic morals found in most religion but not be adherent

to one particular faith
1658 I don't know 
1674 none
1734 Church and state should work together on big issues, but someone's religion shouldn't matter

in an election. 
1769 The laws of the land should be based on Judeo-Christian ethics
1835 other
1929 churches are irrelevant
1931 Depends on the circumstances 
1992 n
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2011 State must have responsibility to limit religion and religion can not have any say to State
matters.

2162 church should rule
2194 The State should be under the Grace and Mercy of Christ Jesus
2243 There is a healthy, symbiotic relationship between Church and State, but there should be no

formal union. 
2250 We need to teach what is the difference between these two.  SEparation of Church and state

too often is misread as pearation of faith from public life.
2267 I CO 3:11 ..and so in love alone can governance be maintained equitably
2276 The state should be follow rules of true religion
2291 Church and State should be separate, but there is nothing wrong with acknowledging God as

the supreme being and ultimate authority.
2293 The state should not rule over the church, nor the church rule over the state.
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Field summary for Q15

Q15. What is your personal view of the relationship between Church and State?
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